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MHI-350 pass the strict tests prior to leaving factory.
1) All products of
Customers could,within one year from the date of purchase,enjoy free
repair or replacement of parts against presentation of this guarantee if it
is attested by our company that malfunction or damage to the device
and/or parts occurs under normal running condition.
2) The guarantee does not cover the damages that are attributable to self
dismantling and assembling , unauthorized operation not found in
the instruction, random change of power source and/or voltage,artificial
causes and natural disaster.
3) Date (s) on this guarantee and the purchase invoice is the evidence of
one year free maintenance.
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Special features
After some period of use almost all fabrics will become full of lint, fuzz and pills
caused by fiction and pulled threads. They make your garments look old and
difficult to clean.
Electric Fabric Shaver can shave off these fuzz,
threads and pills easily.
Even your favorite old garment may be revitalized to regain their new look forever.

How to operate
When battery power is use:Handle both side of the fuzz bin at the bottom
and slide it out.Open the cover of battery compartment upwards and install
4x#C batteries and close cover. Slide in the fuzz bin properly.
Place the fabric you wish to renew on a flat surface, hold the device by its
handle and gently move it over the fabric. Do not press heavily to prevent
damage to the fabric.
Pull the fabric as straight as possible to increase the efficiency of the device and
the result of fabric repair.
When the efficiency of the device become low, open the screen cover anticlockwise the carefully take out the cutting blade, then clean the blade and
inner compartment of the device using a soft brush. Reinstall the blade and
screen cover properly then restart.
This device is equipped with safety apparatus to stop the operation when the
screen cover is loose or open.
Remove the batteries from their compartments in case the device is not being
use for long period of time to prevent damage caused by battery leakage.

!

Caution

This device is equipped with sharp cutting blade, do not use it to shave your hair or
skin to prevent cut and damage to your skin.
Please tuck in exposed thread before you shave your woolen sweater or other fabrics
to prevent damage to the fabrics.
When the result of fabric regeneration cannot be pre-determined, you should shave
the hidden or unexposed area first to determine the result before you shave the
entire fabric.
Do not use this device to shave easily damaged fabric like Angolan Fabric. Intricate
design or pattern on some fabrics may disappear during the process of shaving.
Use only damp cloth to clean the surface, do not allow water or other liquid to enter
the inner part of the device.
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Model

Rated
Voltage

Power
Consumption

Rotate Speed

Dimensions

Weight

MHI-350

DC 6V

5W
4C# DryBatteries

7000R/Min

195x75x150
(mm)

455g

Screen cover

Fuzz Bin

